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ABSTRACT 

 
Various branches of engineering use models effectively to reduce complexity, document analysis steps and 
facilitate communication within the development team. And this applies to software engineering and web 
engineering. Modeling aims to provide detailed sufficient descriptions to accomplish the system we want to 
build, modeling easily produces patterns represent specific forms of the system and supposed to be 
comprehensive. Because of privacy web applications the general framework of web application 
development is surrounded by many risks related with time pressure, the need for rapid release within 
environment its requirements are constantly changed . Thus time commitment Issue will be more important 
than waiting to achieve some requirements, this is the reason causes several parallel versions , depending 
on reuse parts, components and integrating it within the application. Also web development procedure have 
to adapt dynamically with the complexity of the application, quality we want. Any malfunction occurs 
during web development procedure life cycle; even on level of aesthetic appearance of web application; 
will lead to accumulated problems making internet users runaway the product, and this will illustrate the 
importance of this paper. In this paper, we will discuss impact of risk management on analysis modeling 
within web application development framework,  we will explore its levels (content – navigation – 
presentation ) and impact of risk management on each level, supported by review system of scientific 
papers as an example to show the impact of risk management on analysis modeling and increasing the 
chances of success.  
Keywords: Web Application, Analysis , Modeling, Level, Risk, Management. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

      Because, the wide spread of internet and 

development of its applications from static pages 

with some hypertexts to integrated systems provide 

complex services, the necessity of development 

special ways suite it is increased, and a special 

engineering related with web applications is born 

and clearly  differs  from followed software 

engineering to development systems. The reason of  

difference is  the nature of web applications and its 

privacy. Web engineering [1] is the application of 

systematic and quantifiable approaches (concepts, 

methods, techniques, tools) to cost-effective 

requirements analysis, design, implementation, 

testing, operation, and maintenance of high quality 

web applications. Risk management [2] is a process 

that is used to minimize or eradicate risk before it 

can harm the productivity of a software project. 

Risk management in software engineering [3] is 

related to the various future harms that could be 

possible on the software due to some minor or non-

noticeable mistakes in software development 

project or process. The topic of this paper based on 

studying the impact of risk management on analysis 

modeling of web application development to 

increase the chances of success and avoid the 

failure of application, through exploring an 

example (review system of scientific papers ), 

illustrating the different levels of modeling related 

to web application, so that many UML diagrams 

that suite each level will be used. The importance 

of this paper is extracted from the privacy of web 

application; as it is mentioned above; which need a 

good risk management. This management considers 

the wide spread of web applications, the increasing 

of internet users with different ages and fields, this 

causes that web application is surrounded by many 

risks lead at the end to failure. In this paper, we 

present a literature review of software risk 

management (SRM) in section 2, section 3 shows 

challenges related with privacy of web applications. 
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Discussion will be distributed along the tow 

followed sections, we show an example illustrating 

the levels of analysis modeling in web applications 

and impact of risk management on it in section 4, 

section 5 contains measurement of risk 

management quality on previous example, we 

finally conclude in section 6. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

              Previously, there are two ways [2] that software 
engineers can handle risk. A reactive software 
engineer corrects a problem as it occurs, while a 
proactive software engineer starts thinking about 
possible risks in a project before they occur. A risk 
can be distributed along two aspects: risk probability 
and risk loss. These aspects are used to estimate the 
impact or Risk Exposure (RE) [4], as follows: 

        RE= P(UO) . L(UO)  where, RE:  is the Risk 
Exposure (or risk impact). P(UO) : is the probability 
of an unsatisfactory outcome. L(UO):  is the loss 
associated to unsatisfactory outcome. Appreciation 
of risk probability is not a plain task and can not be 
100% accurate. Some probability appreciation 
techniques use equations, risk-probability table or 
checklists [5],[4] where other techniques use 
subjective Bayesian approach [6] . Software 
development has three viewpoints : project,process 
and product , exploring  these viewpoints we can say  
that each one of them affected by different types of 
risks. For example, the “personnel shortfalls” risk  
affects the project, “poor testing” affects process 
whereas “product with wrong functionality” affects 
product[7]. thus we can conclude that  risk 
management is becoming an important issue from 
these three viewpoints. There are many different 
software risk management tactics, some are called 
models and others called methods or framework, all 
of them have the same goal (managing the risk). 
SoftRisk model [8] is used to manage software  
risks. Figure.1 illustrates the steps of SoftRisk 
model. 

 
 

Figure 1 : Steps of SoftRisk Model 

 

This model depends  on  documenting , using 
historical risk data then focusing on top risks to 
reduce the effort and time in managing software 
risks.  
Riskit method [9] is presented by Jyrki Kontio and 
aim to manage software  risk, the pattern of this 
method is shown in figure 2.  

 
 

Figure 2 : Graph of Riskit Method 

Riskit method depends on the idea of  providing 
support to  all relevant stakeholders in risk 
management process . The method is attached with 
analysis graph and uses a ranking technique called 
Riskit Pareto Ranking which uses probability and 
utility loss ranking . The users by ProRisk 
framework [10] ; which is an open system ; can  
determine a choice from published models or use 
different models to fill their project needs. It is 
suitable  for small and large software projects. In 
this framework, a detailed analysis is needed to 
provide factor of project risk.  

 
3. CHALLENGES OF WEB APPLICATIONS 

 

                A number of challenges can be seen in 
the field of web applications development. We will 
list the most important properties of web 
applications and related challenges. 

• Networks : Networks in key web 

applications, and must serve a variety 

customers used different platforms. 

• Concurrency : Concurrency in using 

among huge number of users [11], in 

addition to that what is done by someone 

may affect what others do. 
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• Non prediction loading : The number of 

users is changing dramatically from time 

to time, it is expected that the application 

must process indefinite number of events 

at the same time. 

• Performance : It contains performance 

testing , load testing and stress testing 

[12].If web application user have to wait a 

long time ; for any reason maybe long 

processing of server side ; he will leave to 

other websites (click button). 

• Availability : web application must be 

available (24 hours daily, 7 days weekly, 

year round)  for more than one user at  the 

same time, more than one link to the 

content. 

• Content sensitive : quality , aesthetic of 

content is considered as a main factor of 

web application efficiency [13] . 

• Continuing evolution : unlike to other 

software applications web applications are 

developed, updated in very short periods. 

More than, some of them (especially 

content) is updated every few minutes . 

• Immediacy : in spite of  software 

application try to reach market ASAP, web 

applications have very short available time 

(only days or weeks), so web engineers 

must use methods suite compressed 

timetable [14]. Direct links to the content. 

• Security : sensitive contents must be 

protected, safe methods transportation 

must be used. 

• Aesthetics : look web application and user 

feel, is undeniable part of application 

ability to attract users, so importance of 

aesthetic appearance of the web 

application equals the technical and 

programmatic design [15]. 

• Self-explanation : web application must 

explain itself by the way of presenting it.  

We can conclude that : web application have 
become a common type of modern software 
application , it is growing very fast compared with 
the traditional software which makes them an 
important part of engineering. We must carefully 
consider to running and deployment environment of 
web development as well as the significance of 

related challenges or risks. Ideally, management of 
web application risks should be done along the 
whole life cycle, we chose analysis modeling from 
this life cycle to be discussed in the following 
section. 

4. IMODELING LEVELS IN WEB 

APPLICATION AND RELATED RISKS 

 

               We can talk about three levels when we 
want to model web applications which are content, 
navigation and presentation. Separation of these 
levels allows the reuse and reduces complexity 
[16]. 

4.1   Content Modeling 

                   Information remains the most thing the 
web applications provide to users. Content 
modeling means information and application logics, 
the goal of content modeling [17] is making 
information structure stable even if information 
itself is changed. We benefited from the conference 
review system with WSDM [18] to provide web 
system for registering and reviewing papers in an 
conference as an example . 
Figure 3 shows use case diagram, three reviewers 

must explore and chick the paper . 

 

 

 

Figure 3 : Use Case Diagram of The System 
 

Figure 4 illustrates class diagram, the conference 
receives many topics and related to many users ( 
registers in conference and owners or reviewers the 
papers ). 

 
 

Figure 4 : Class Diagram of The System 
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It is noticed that there is a restriction says : the 
author mustn't be a viewer of his own paper. 
State diagram is represented by figure 5. After 
deadline we can assign three reviewers, if 
evaluation exceeded a threshold the paper will be 
accepted else rejected , in both previous cases an e-
mail will be sent to the author. When the ready 
paper is delivered to print it is printed then 
published. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 : State Diagram of The System 

 

4.2  Navigation Modeling 

                It means making the content as a nodes 
and links among them. Navigation modeling goal is 
to describe available paths of navigation for users 
[19], to get effective navigation we need to 
redundant providing for information by more than 
one node in navigation level. For our example we 
need three viewers for author, reviewer and 
manager of committee (pc chair). Figure 6 shows 
navigation model for pc viewer, pc can see all 
received papers and can explore lists of accepted 
and rejected papers in addition to reviewers 
profiles. 
  

 
 

Figure 6 : Navigation Model of PC 

 

4.3   Presentation Modeling 

                 It interests user interface and page 
layout. The goal of presentation modeling is to 
make the interaction  between user and web 
application self-explaining  and simple, so focus 
will be on unified structure layout for pages that 
provides a clear badge making web application 
recognized by the users. Figure 7 illustrates tow 
pages of our system. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 : Pages of Paper and Author 

 

We can use sequence diagrams to represent user 
interaction with the web application. Figure 8 
shows sequence diagram to retrieve list of assigned 
papers. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8 : Assigned Papers Sequence Diagram 
 
Now, after exploring modeling levels we will 
discuss the related risks depending on the features 
mentioned above in section 3. We will classify  the 
risks into three fields: first, known risks and these 
are found after evaluating the system of interest. In 
common, it will relate with all previous features 
and more relating to performance, availability, self-
explanation and immediacy. Second, unknown risks 
which are coming in advance and very difficult to 
distinguish. For an example: content sensitive, 
concurrency and aesthetics. Finally predicted risks, 
depending on previous experiences and 
corresponding features are: network and its 
problems, security,  non prediction loading and 
continuing evolution to coping with new platforms. 
We will depend on SRE method [20] to describe 
risk management steps of analysis modeling for the 
previous example : 

1. Identify: we must identify the risks which 

have adversely affecting on modeling 

levels. 

For content, we must identify who is the 
sensitive content, who can explore it, and 
what is the rules followed to reject or 
accept the paper. In addition to identify the 
wanted classes accurately in 
implementation processes. 
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For navigation, we can release the 
following questions : 

• Is there more than one link to 

reach the wanted content? 

(availability). 

• are these links direct ? 

(immediacy). 

• Is access to content safely ? 

By answering, we can define some risks that have 

affect on our system. 

For presentation, we can ask: 

• Have links the feature self-

explanation ? 

• Is look and feel good for user ? ( 

aesthetic). 

The lack of self-explanation in 
presentation will effect and confuse the 
user. If system aesthetic doesn't reflect 
good feeling for user and the content will 
not appear in many formats suit what user 
needs, the system will be marked by the 
user with large weaknesses. Depending on 
we must, answering questions, and if 
discussed above we can identify the risks. 

2. Analyzing : we will convert risks data into 

information to measure the quality of risk 

management to make a decision about the 

risk . The details in the next section. 

3. Plan : we will convert the extracting 

information from the previous step into 

decision suit both present and future to 

increase chances of success to the fullest 

extent. 

4. Track : this process aims to monitor the 

risks situations and actions that are done to 

decrease it. 

5. Control : its goal is responding to 

triggering actions and adopting with new 

state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. MEASUREMENT OF RISK 

MANAGEMENT QUALITY OF ANALYSIS 

MODELING 

               We will use the previous features; witch 
recognize web applications from other software; 
mentioned above in section 3 as a critical factors 
for measuring the quality. Some other factors will 
be added to cover some aspects I think it is 
important to discuss. Table 2 shows the results of 
measuring. 
Table 1 includes three options for each critical 
factor, these are as the following : 
 

Table 1 : options of measurement 

 

Option Description 

√ 
when the factor has high negative impact 
and guide to failure. 

× 
when the factor has low negative impact 
and don't guide to failure. 

P 
When the factor has partially negative 
impact on the success. 

 
We can read table 2 horizontally or vertically. 
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Table 2 : factors over modeling levels results 

 

                                           

                                Modeling Levels 

 

Critical Factors 

Content Navigation Presentation 

Sub Totals 

√ × P 

K
n

o
w

n
  
ri

s
k

s
 

Performance :       

- Response time × √ × 1 2  

- design × × √ 1 1 1 

- complexity × P √ 1  2 

Availability :       

- mobility × P √ 1 1 1 

- many access links × √ P 1 1 1 

- any time × √ √ 2 1  

Immediacy :       

- direct access √ √ × 2 1  

- exact response √ × P 1 1 1 

Self-explanation :       

- visited before × √ √ 2  1 

- guidelines × P √ 1  2 

- tooltips × √ P 1 1 1 

U
n

k
n
o

w
n

 r
is

k
s
 

Concurrency :       

- many clients at the same time × P ×  2 1 

- correct response side √ × P 1 1 1 

Content sensitive :       

- changes and updates √ P √ 2  1 

- correct information √ × P 1 1 1 

Aesthetics :       

- many formats √ P √ 2  1 

- welcome messages × × √ 1 2  

- lovely look and feel √ P √ 2  1 

P
re

d
ic

ti
o
n

  
 r

is
k

s
 

Network :       

- speed of server × √ × 1 2  

- traffic × √ × 1 2  

- other problems relate to cables 

and so 
× √ × 1 2  

Non-prediction loading :       

- size of store √ P × 1 1 1 

Continuing evolution :       

- new versions √ × P 1 1 1 

- short time to launch P × √ 1 1 1 

Security :       

- grants √ √ × 2 1  

- followed rules × √ × 1 2  

- validations √ × × 1 2  

- authentication √ × × 1 2  

O
th

e
rs

 

Others :       

- financial problems P × √ 1 1 1 

- investment constraints P × √ 1 1 1 

Personal problems :       

- ethical and moral issues P × P  1 2 

- staff conflicts P × P  1 2 

Totals : 

√ high negative impact 12 11 13 36 

× low negative impact 15 13 11 39 

P partially negative impact 5 8 8 21 

Total :  96 
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If we read table 2 horizontally, the numbers we get 
represent the score that each factor has over the 
whole three levels of modeling depending on the 
previous options. If we read table 2 vertically, the 
numbers we get represent the score that each level 
has over the whole critic factors depending on the 
previous options. 

From the numbers that table 2 shows we can notice 
that the total number of critical factors that has high 
negative impact is 36 points from the total points 
which is 96 ( with percentage 37.5 % ). The ones 
which has low negative impact got 39 points ( with 
percentage 40 % ) whereas the factors which has 
partially negative impact has  ( percentage 21 % ). 
As can be seen in table 2, the points are slightly 
different from one level to another. This means that 
the three levels are affected comparably and this is 
clear from the total points at the end of each level 
and this is because these three levels are associated 
to the same stage of web application life cycle . 
From the extracted percentages we can say; as a 
present decision; that we must focus on factors that 
have high negative impact  more than the others, 
that is because more than one-third of the factors 
may guide to failure. As a future decision, it is 
better to focus on the factors that have low negative 
impact more than that have high negative impact 
because of the small percentage when comparing 
with the previous, so that decreasing it guide to 

decrease the probability of failure. 

We must monitor all factors specially that have 
partially impact to avoid the probability to be high 
negative impact through adopting and response to 
its emergencies.    
 

6.     CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

               In this paper, we showed that because of 
web applications privacy, this kind of engineering 
will be surrounded by many risks that can guide to 
failure. These risks are considered as challenges 
that can be seen in the field of web application 
development. It is illustrated the three levels ( 
content, navigation and presentation ) of analysis 
modeling of web application life cycle through an 
example of review system of scientific papers 
where we explored many diagrams suite each level. 
Then we applied steps of SRE method on it. 
Risks are classified into ( known, unknown and 
predicted risks ), mentioned challenges are 
considered as critic factors where it is arranged in a 
table, then data is converted into numerical 
information. Decisions are made to illustrate the 
impact of  risk management on analysis modeling 
of web application. 

We know that stages of web application life cycle 
are integrated and related to each other. We can 
expand risk management to cover all these stages, 
in addition we can study the impact of risk 
management on the interconnection among 
different stages of web application life cycle.  
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